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Swamp wallaby (Wallabia bicolor) at WLT sanctuary Kookaridge. Photo courtesy of Eric Haslehurst and Donna McCade.

The Wildlife Land Trust continues to grow rapidly across Australia, welcoming 34 new
sanctuaries since our last edition of Wildlife Lands.
With a phenomenal 565 sanctuaries helping

rescue injured wildlife and improve the health

to preserve over 64,750 hectares of private

of their sanctuaries.

land, the WLT is helping to champion the hard

We hope this edition’s stories of sanctuaries

work and achievements won on sanctuaries

from Australia and around the world continue to

across Australia.

inspire landholders to make a positive change

In this difficult time of political disturbance

for wildlife and habitat.

and lax environmental protection, landholders are taking the fight for conservation
into their own hands. And they do far more
than simply preserving land—WLT members
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Linda McHenry
Noosa Avalon Cottages
QUEENSLAND
When I was 5 years old, my mentor Jim Hayden taught me the
importance of environment—that for all creatures, rocks, trees,
rivers, butterflies, birds, microorganisms, fungi and flowers;
we are here to look after them. Many years later, I created a farm
stay retreat and sanctuary on 12 private treed hectares in the
Noosa Hinterland with my children.
In 1986 as a single mum we started in a caravan on a totally bare
paddock; the first few years without power, water or telephone.
To the amusement of my farming neighbours we started planting
trees for windbreaks, shade and our beautiful native animals; we
created safe habitats. We have five historical cottages for guests
to enjoy nature. It took a lot of blood, sweat and tears, 80% of
everything built on the farm is recycled. It costs a lot of money to
look after the environment, but now we have many endangered
species and control feral animals on our sanctuary as well as
educating pet owners.
We set up mounds of timber, brush, blady grass and natives
under the trees, as with the terrible amount of habitat destruction
there is little for wildlife to eat or hide in. Avalon is now populating
many of the surrounding waterways and local area as animals,
birds and insects are now breeding and expanding into

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Built in 2000 off-the-grid by our parents, our eco-house sits high
on the cliff overlooking the flats and sweeping bends of the Murray
River. Wide verandas and large windows absorb you in the view
with its age old river red gums and calm green waters interrupted
only by whistling and black kites above, pelicans and the occasional
houseboat. In the evening we enjoy the most spectacular sunsets
with a drink and nibbles. Steps and vehicle tracks lead down to
the river flat for easy walks, boating or swimming. More energetic
walks along the cliff top will reveal fossilised limestone and active
wombat habitation. The wombats are relatively new to the cliff
area and have the best views. They seem to be doing well and
are out of the way of farmers.

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Noosa Avalon Cottages
Noosa Avalon Cottages—then and now

surrounding properties. The natural balance is working and when
one animal becomes dominant another restores balance.
It’s not governments that change the world; it’s the passion and
hard work of dedicated individuals that focus their energy and
dreams to inspire others to walk forwards with hope of
a better future.
Eco-friendly and poison free since 1986, we look forward to
welcoming you to www.noosacottages.com

It’s not governments that
change the world...
operating and will meet and greet you on arrival if you come and
stay with us.
We have placed our WLT sign on the front gate and love the raised
consciousness this program brings to our precious bushland
and wildlife.

...the most spectacular sunsets
with a drink and nibbles

Mallee eucalypts and native bushes appropriate to the region have
been planted on the once totally cleared block to attract smaller
birds and other wildlife. You’re likely to see bright yellow regent
parrots, mallee ringnecks, galahs, rosellas, honeyeaters and wrens.
With an average annual rainfall of only 250mm it’s challenging to
reintroduce plant life to the block but we’re hoping to build a
gravity fed system with tank to continue our revegetation program.
One of the property owners is conveniently located 200m down
the dirt road, living in the restored historic site of an old stage
coach stop. Nick and Rita have an organic fruit and veggie farm

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Mallyons on the Murray
Marian MacLucas and Nick, Richard, Flick and Rita Builder
Mallyons on the Murray
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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John and Lesley Gallagher
Cherry Top Farm Stay
TASMANIA
At Cherry Top Farm Stay conservation is about consciousness.
The simple dream of taking food from the trees found traction
for us in Tasmania. Dams created and trees planted, a habitation
of birds soon followed. We have witnessed a transformation, a
world away from the former cow and greyhound enterprise
occupying the spot last century.
We now enjoy the fruits of tried and tested experiments in making
a living from a small piece of land. Inspired by horticulturalists
such as Mollison, Coleman and the Henderson Brothers, we seek
alternative systems that avoid those things that do harm: veganic,
permaculture, deep ecology, slow food, seasonal, traditional
and ethical.
We literally L.O.V.E. working here: Lilydale Organic Vegetable
Enterprises and our Cottage, Villa and Pod sustain our projects
and are the core 'business'. Such a lifestyle brings into focus daily
the frailty and vulnerability of the natural world around us.
Joining forces with the Wildlife Land Trust and their Sanctuaries
You Can Stay program involves us in a confirmation of the
importance of conservation and the natural world. This is a source
of inspiration every day.
Our future course plans to 'nut out' ways of growing small farms
like this which we believe significantly contribute to the health of
the wider community; a symbiotic relationship between ecology
and economy.

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Cherry Top Farm Stay
Guests can take a guided farm walk, take in the country air and
forage for food; collecting hazelnuts and getting to work cracking
them on a repurposed 19th Century corn crusher, a survivor of our
industrial heritage. The Chinese geese are taking the place of the
mower and reducing our dependence on fossil fuel—a couple of
years ago we swapped our car for an e-bike and our advocacy
now extends to cycle tourism. This and our meat-free plant
based diet fit us into a broader definition of a sanctuary.
We are so glad we are giving it a go. With future generations in
mind, we are encouraged to engage positively with agriculture
which is, after all, the root of all wealth.
Visit www.cherrytopfarmstay.weebly.com for more information.

We are so glad we are giving it a go
SANCTUARIES FOR SALE

Warrawood (Gunning, NSW) $565,000

Mt Elmo (Colosseum, QLD) $220,000

Encompassing 85 hectares of native bushland partially protected
with a Nature Conservation Agreement, Warrawood is the perfect
setting for a retreat or quiet residence. The property is home to a
wide range of native species and features a large dam, creek and
walking trails. The modern and inviting cottage is completely solar
powered and features two living areas.

Set on 175 hectares, Mt Elmo is an ideal location for a hobby farm
or nature retreat. Largely untouched for over 20 years, the eucalypt
woodlands feature dams, springs and several creeks as well as a
range of wildlife. Features a large open plan shed, solar power
and steel cattle yards.
For more information on these, or any other WLT sanctuaries for
sale, visit www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au/explore/real-estate
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Margaret and Peter Hall
Wayilahr
NEW SOUTH WALES
As we pondered on a name for our new home, we found a feather
formerly belonging to a yellow-tailed black cockatoo impaled in
our front grassed area and so Wayilahr (the Arakwal/Bundjalung
name) got the nod!
We’d recently arrived from Sydney to take over the 15 hectare
property and then, as now, we realised just how little we knew.
However, with good intentions and with the knowledge that not
everything would work we started, mainly weeding in the first
instance as previous owners had rather differing priorities.
We knew we’d bought a place with high rainfall but we were taken
by surprise by the growth of both our early plantings and the weeds.
Our koala food trees reached 2 metres within months, however
there was commensurate growth in woody weeds (lantana, privet
and tobacco), vines (madeira, moth and Dutchman’s pipe) and the
camphor laurels appeared to be spreading in front of our eyes.
We have 7 clear acres of landscaped gardens surrounded by bush
and reclaimed old macadamias with the property heading up
behind us to Goonengery National Park and views across the valley
to Mt Jerusalem National Park. We are indeed in a biodiversity
hotspot and our aims to control the spread and then eradicate
weeds and create a wildlife sanctuary have become strong
motivating factors in our bush regeneration decision-making
and work.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS

We still pinch ourselves every day as we can’t believe we’ve finally
made the break from the ‘big smoke’ and become all-consumed
by this exciting venture. What makes it all so special for us? The
river mist, the evening light on the bluff across the valley, the floral
species we’ve found (many of which were on our planting ‘wish
list’), the bird songs and the red-necked pademelons, echidnas and
goannas that have allowed us to share this marvellous place. All
that and the fact that we now believe we can make a difference.

We are indeed in a
biodiversity hotspot...

I purchased Gap Road Botanical in mid-2015, with views to create
an endemic botanical garden by regenerating the land for the
benefit of people and wildlife alike. Located at an altitude of 450
metres in the Strathbogie Ranges in Central North Victoria, the
23 hectare property is blessed with many rare and significant
natural features, flora and fauna.
With the early assistance from the Goulburn Broken Catchment
Management Authority I drew up a plan to clear the perennial
spring creek, extend the chain of ponds and remove exotic flora at
the western end of the block. To our delight this action uncovered
many more powerful features such as an eight foot waterfall.
Recently this year the eastern wetland works were completed
with the co-joining of two man-made dams into one large lake.
Fencing off and planting over 1,000 endemic reeds, grasses,
shrubs and trees around the lake will keep us busy during spring.
This lake is both catchment and spring-fed, and already at capacity.
With these new developments, virtually all man-made elements
have been removed from the property and we have recorded over
135 native plant species. The property houses an array of wildlife
including koalas, wallabies, echidnas and a wide range of frogs,
and native birds like wedge-tailed eagles, herons, gang-gang

Michael Bankes
Gap Road Botanical Sanctuary
VICTORIA
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cockatoos and owls are found throughout the sanctuary. In the
near future I will be entering into discussions with the local
Taungurung group looking to engage in a smoking ceremony.

regenerating the land for the benefit
of people and wildlife

WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Some 64,750 hectares of
wildlife-friendly habitat

Existing members
New sanctuaries

WLT SANCTUARIES NOT ONLY PROTECT VAST AND
IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES, BUT ALSO THE SMALLER,
HUMBLER PLACES THAT PROVIDE FOR THE NEEDS OF
ALL WILDLIFE, RARE AND COMMON SPECIES ALIKE.
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WLT’S NETWORK OF ECO-TOURISM PROPERTIES

Sanctuaries You Can Stay

Wings Barossa Bird and Bush Retreat is set high in the Barossa
Ranges overlooking the stunning Eden Valley. Covering over 69
hectares of rolling hills studded with eucalypts and regenerated
native bushland, this retreat is a haven for anyone looking for
a relaxing natural getaway.
The spacious, self-contained homestead is fully equipped with everything you need for relaxing and entertaining. Large windows in each
room look out to grassy glades, valleys and forests. Only an hour’s
drive from Adelaide, Wings is the perfect getaway. For a day out,
visit the surrounding award-winning wineries and picturesque
villages of Springtown, Mt Pleasant and Williamstown.
Location: Barossa Valley, South Australia
Visit: wingsretreat.com.au Contact: 0414 885 545
or email: info@ wingsretreat.com.au

To see all WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay, visit:
wildlifelandtrust.org.au
Want to offer your eco-accommodation?
Just fill out our application form at:
surveymonkey.com/r/WLTSYCSmembers

Bed & Broccoli is the first vegan B&B in Australia, situated in the heart
of the Victorian countryside. Home to Red Box Wildlife Shelter, this
retreat offers a rare chance to connect with nature in a warm,
homely atmosphere.
Relax in luxurious private accommodations in the lovingly refurbished
barn and enjoy fully-catered hearty vegan meals. Explore the nature
walks on the tranquil 24 hectare property, home to a range of
wildlife. Don’t forget to visit the friendly rescue dogs, hens and
cattle that call this sanctuary home. For a day out, visit the
picturesque ex-goldmining town of Castlemaine.
Location: Elphinstone, Victoria
Visit: bedandbroccolli.com.au Contact: (03) 5473 3484
or email: info@bedandbroccoli.com.au

HSWLT US SANCTUARY PROFILE

80,000 and counting
This year our counterparts at the Humane Society Wildlife Land Trust
are celebrating 25 years of protecting wildlife and habitat throughout the United States. With permanent conservation easements on
116 sanctuaries, the HSWLT plays a vital role in preserving native flora
and fauna on over 8,000 hectares of private land.
The HSWLT’s twin goals of preserving valuable habitat and connecting
wildlife corridors is encapsulated in Kestrel Haven Avian Migration
Observatory, a 24 hectare sanctuary bordering the Finger Lakes
National Forest and a large wetland in Burdett, New York.
Sanctuary for a range of birds and wildlife, Kestrel Haven is also
a migratory stopover for travelling birdlife and an extensive avian
research station. Habitat improvement works by the owners John
and Suzanne Gregoire have resulted in ponds, plantations and nesting
boxes teeming with life. Over 80,000 birds have been banded on
the site, contributing invaluable data to scientists and conservationists.
Among the haven’s ever-increasing array of wildlife are 220 bird
species including kestrels, eagles, vultures and kingfishers. A wide
range of non-avian wildlife is also found on the sanctuary including
white-tailed deer, coyotes, skunks, bats, red and grey foxes and
a vast array of reptile, amphibian and insect species.
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Along with the Wildlife Land Trust,

Humane Society International is incredibly proud to support a range of wildlife
rescue and rehabilitation programs around the world. Some of the best, most
cost-effective work we’re involved with is just on our doorstep in Indonesia,
and I was privileged to be able to head to Bali and see it first hand
with HSI’s CEO Erica Martin in September.

Evan Quartermain, Head of Programs, Wildlife Land Trust

Bali Sea Turtle Society
The Bali Sea Turtle Society is based at the giant turtle on Kuta Beach,
which unknown to many is a functioning sea turtle hatchery. BSTS
runs community-based conservation programs to help protect
turtles from poaching (olive ridleys in particular) and works to
educate and change behaviour from consuming turtles to
conserving them.

In 2017 BSTS saved more than 700 nests and released 70,000
hatchlings—totals more than 100 times those from when the
program started out some 14 years ago. The abundance of turtles
laying eggs on Kuta Beach could be a sign of the program’s success
—there’s a good chance many of the eggs being laid are coming
from turtles returning from previous releases.

A key activity is nest protection, with the BSTS team working with
volunteers to record the location, number and species of turtles
laying eggs before relocating nests to the protected hatchery safe
from poachers, tourist traffic and dogs until they are ready to hatch.
At this point they are released into the ocean by enthusiastic
tourists and locals (and HSI staff members).

HSI Australia is extremely proud that the relatively modest funding
provided by our donors can ensure this program continues to run,
with the investment required to save a baby sea turtle measured
in cents rather than dollars.
Learn more at www.baliseaturtle.org

Friends of the National Parks Foundation
The Friends of the National Parks Foundation’s wildlife rehabilitation
facility in Tabanan sees everything from leaf monkeys, salt-water
crocodiles, gibbons, hornbills and macaques nursed back to health
and prepared for release. Almost all of the facility’s inhabitants
have been confiscated from the illegal pet trade or purchased
from local wildlife markets by well-meaning tourists.
Such a range of species (and the bureaucracy) makes this a difficult
facility to manage, and it’s always fantastic news when an animal
is ready to return to the wild. Our trip was well-timed, with a
hawk-eagle ready for release at the nearby Besikalung Temple.

FNPF’s close work with communities was evident as we travelled
to the temple where the local priests blessed the hawk-eagle and
a snake rescued from a house during a spiritual ceremony. I was
honoured to release the snake into the tranquil temple grounds,
though with much less fanfare than Erica’s hawk-eagle release.
The parallels with the work of many WLT members were undeniable,
reinforcing our being part of a global community of caring people.
Learn more at www.fnpf.org

Erica Martin, HSI CEO, delights in helping release a hawk-eagle

HSI donors
are saving
baby turtles
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THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

Tasmanian forests and woodlands dominated by
black gum or Brookers gum (Eucalyptus ovata /E. brookeriana)
pademelons and little pygmy possums rely on them for their dense
In early 2013, Humane Society International and the Wildlife Land
vegetation and abundant food sources, while larger carnivores such
Trust nominated Tasmanian forests and woodlands dominated by
as the Tasmanian devil, eastern quoll and spotted-tailed quoll utilise
black gum or Brookers gum for recognition as a national Threatened
the extensive intact forests for hunting. They’re home to many
Ecological Community. The Threatened Species Scientific Committee
important ‘ecosystem engineers’ such as potoroos, which play a vital
(TSSC) quickly prioritised it for assessment and released their listing
role in spreading fungal fertilisers; and bandicoots, which promote soil
advice mid last year. We were pleased to find that the TSSC agreed
fertility by digging. The community is also an important
with our submission that the habitat was eligible
site for Critically Endangered swift and orange-bellied
for listing as Critically Endangered, as such a strong
parrots, both of which use the black gums as a source
recommendation is often followed by improved
FOI showed industry
of food and for nesting sites.
protection and restoration plans for the community
and government
in question.
Distressingly, the community has declined by more

colleagues lobbying

than 90% and much of the region is modified for
However, the final stage for listing is a sign-off from
pasture, agriculture and forestry. Extensive historical
the Minister for Environment, and in an unprecedented
Minister Frydenberg
clearing has fragmented the forest, making it more
move then Minister Josh Frydenberg used a legal
susceptible to future degradation. Altered fire
loophole to delay his decision to list the community.
used legal loophole
control regimes and water usage as a result of
Although the listing approval is intended to be a
to delay listing
agriculture have also affected the health of the flora
purely scientific decision, HSI used a freedom of
and fauna, and climate change is expected to further
information request to find that lobbying against the
degrade the community through prolonged drought, wildfires and
listing by industry and the Minister’s colleagues had occurred. Six
poor regeneration.
months later the Minister’s self-deferred decision deadline was up
again, and we were extremely frustrated when it was once more
Many Tasmanian WLT sanctuaries help to provide protection for
delayed—this time until the end of 2018.
this community including Pegarah Private Nature Reserve, the
These Tasmanian woodlands are largely dominated by black gum
(Eucalyptus ovata) and Brookers gum (E. brookeriana), two closely
related canopy trees. The forest occurs in damp, waterlogged areas
such as fertile flats, gullies and drainage lines throughout the northeastern regions of Tasmania and is interspersed with wattles, teatrees and paperbarks.
Most areas of the community feature a dense understorey of sedges,
shrubs, heath and native grasses. The community also features a vast
array of threatened flora including several Critically Endangered
orchid species.
The forests provide unique habitat for a wide range of threatened
fauna species. Smaller marsupials such as dunnarts, Tasmanian
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Wattles and Eagle’s Roost. With federal protections remaining in limbo
(hopefully, not for too much longer), landholders are key to helping
to preserve this community and the wildlife that call it home.
Eastern
quoll

THREATENED SPECIES PROFILE
Lace monitor (Varanus varius)

Monitor lizards

Almost entirely carnivorous, they clean up carrion
and keep smaller animal populations in check
Apex predators in Australia come in an unusual range of shapes
and sizes: dingoes patrol forests and grasslands, eagles the sky
and sharks roam our surrounding seas. But some of the most
successful and ubiquitous predators are the often-overlooked
monitors, or goannas—among the largest lizards in the world.
There are 25 species of monitor lizard in Australia, found everywhere except Tasmania. Being almost entirely carnivorous, these
lizards are robust with curved teeth and strong claws. Their diet
often consists of mammals, birds, insects and other reptiles, and
some larger species have even been known to try to
hunt kangaroos. They are also avid scavengers, and
are often seen feeding on carcasses of livestock
and wildlife.
Monitors are our biggest lizards: the largest species,
the perentie, can be two metres long. Commonly
dark brown, grey or green; they are often marked
with pale bands or spots for camouflage.
Their sharp claws and teeth aren’t their only weapons:
monitors will swing their heavy tails for self-defence,
and their saliva may have venomous properties.
They will also puff up their neck folds or rear up on
their hind legs to appear bigger. Despite this they
prefer to avoid a fight, and will usually make a dash
for the nearest tree if they think they’re in danger.

Young monitors face new threats from predators like dogs, cats
and foxes, and larger species are susceptible to poisoning from
eating invasive cane toads.
Over 130 Wildlife Land Trust members have confirmed that their
sanctuaries are home to monitor species, including lace,
Rosenberg’s, black-headed and Gould’s monitors. These sanctuaries
provide vital habitat for the lizards to nest, hunt and roam. In return
monitors play an important role in the ecosystem: keeping small
animal populations in check, cleaning up carrion and regulating
populations of cats, rabbits and foxes.

‘Goanna’ may have
been coined by
settlers, likening
them to iguanas

Wildlife-friendly sanctuaries are vital for monitors,
as retaining shelters and nesting areas, fencing
off stock and connecting significant habitats plays
a huge role in allowing these awe-inspiring
reptiles to thrive.

Monitors are
incredibly quick
and can dash
on their hind legs
for short bursts

Their fierce appearance and behaviour has made
them a prominent figure in Indigenous culture, where
they are represented in stories and art and valued as a food
source. They are widespread throughout Australia, and are skilled
hunters, climbers, swimmers and burrowers.
But even the most successful predators struggle to survive in the
face of development: as forests and grasslands are cleared for
agriculture and urbanisation, remnant patches of habitat become
more and more fragmented. Small territories make hunting far more
challenging, and the removal of termite mounds, logs and leaf
litter makes the search for nesting sites increasingly difficult.

Perentie, the largest of
Australia’s lizards can
grow to two metres
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

New South Wales • 16 new sanctuaries, adding 954.56ha = 247 sanctuaries / 20,927ha
Gellenwend

Alan and Glenys Wallbridge

185

Grafton

Slade Haven

Douglas McGregor

20.23

Grafton

Hazelwood

Jackie Davis

0.8

Hobbys Yards

Illawambra

Rae Harvey

340

Yowrie

Wild 2 Free

Rae Harvey

27

Runnyford

Araucaria Wildlife Refuge

Renata Phelps and Don Metcalfe

40

Rock Valley

Bells Echo Animal Rescue

Paul and Michelle Brereton

48.56

Wylee

Dimmocks Retreat Wildlife

Justine King and Greg Pointing

0.8

Bundanoon

Wattlelane Stables

Tabitha and Chris Jones

2.2

Pambula

Corcoran’s Plains

Eddie Corcoran

40.47

Boorowa

Badgerys Creek Wildlife Sanctuary

Peter and Prapassorn Day

33

Cathcart

Clogheen

Julie and Peter Ryan

13

Mullumbimby

McLeod Hill Farm

Shane and Shannon Thompson

7

Brogo

Eagle View

Zrinka Veljaca and Hugo Toro

113

Gundaroo

Willaby-ours

Andrew Tickner and Lorraine Pluis

42.5

Neville

Athol Grove

Leigh and Shiree Rainbird

41

The Rock

Queensland • 5 new sanctuaries, adding 241.3ha = 160 sanctuaries / 33,063ha

10

Mt Elmo

Helena Warnecke

175.2

Collosseum

Richard’s Refuge

Richard Scothern

1.5

Trinity Beach

Jimirara Wildlife Conservation and
Research Centre

James Clark and Shakira Todd

15

Mount Surround

Noosa Avalon Farm Cottages

Linda McHenry

12

Pinbarren

Rosecliffe Boutique Farm Cottages

Paul and Nadia Bellerby

37.6

Pinbarren

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

Tasmania • 1 new sanctuary, adding 10ha = 33 sanctuaries / 2,427ha
Wobbly Boot Vineyard

Lynda and Paul Williams

10

Campania

Victoria • 3 new sanctuaries, adding 62.98ha = 53 sanctuaries / 1,632ha
Cara’s Refuge

Ian Holmes

4.5

Bullengarook

Yarrabee

Sharon Murray

10

Hoddles Creek

Mittagong Homestead

Fiona Lindsay

48.48

Fawcett

17

Talbot

Western Australia • 1 new sanctuary, adding 17ha = 36 sanctuaries / 5,109ha
Ellenbrae

Steve and Hedy Krasevac

South Australia • 8 new sanctuaries, adding 325.24ha = 30 sanctuaries / 980ha
Seascape Retreat

Jenny and Jean-Pierre Bloemendal

30

Hindmarsh Valley

Mallyons on the Murray

Marian MacLucas and Nick, Richard,
Flick and Rita Builder

1

Taylorville

Peephill Wildlife Sanctuary

Dolly Gent

14.97

Sutherlands

Broken Gum Country Retreat

Bill and Norma Osbourne

60

Hartley

Wildlife Sanctuary

Michael Kobryn

141.8

Mount Mary

Shelly Beach Lodge

Donna Hampel and Rod Clark

40.47

Mount Dutton Bay

Kookaburra Creek Retreat

Joseph and Melita Shanks

32

Melrose

5

Wandearah East

Gumby’s Kangaroo and Wildlife Sanctuary Andrew and Jasmine Oswald

More than 64,750 hectares
of wildlife-friendly habitat
1111

Become a member of an international
network of wildlife sanctuaries

saving lives
by saving
land
Green rosella at WLT sanctuary Ngara—Colin Pidd and Marie Larkin

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is one or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Join the

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of this
expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; participation in WLT member programs
such as the Wildlife Rehabilitators Release Network and
Sanctuaries You Can Stay; and WLT signage for your wildlifefriendly property.

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.

The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also visit
the US-based WLT site at hswlt.org

There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

Or give Head of Programs Evan Quartermain a call on 1800
333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au

WLT21

Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Email:

Money Order

Phone:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia supports landholders to protect
wildlife, and preserves natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India, Asia and globally.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
Fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN: 978-0-6481955-9-7

